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During a Black Lives Matter rally on June
6 in Ephrata, PA, Barry Kreider, former
pastor of Pilgrims Mennonite Church, had a
conversation with an armed man in attendance
who was prepared to stop potential looting.
The two found areas of common ground and
agreed on the need for continued conversation.
In parting, Barry offered to shake the man’s
hand, very aware of COVID restrictions, but
feeling that the guesture was worth the risk.

Exploring “dominion”
By Ruth Yoder Wenger
According to Genesis
1, God spoke a “very
good” creation into being
–
order emerging out of chaos,
a formless void structured into
a
home filled with living creatures
birthed from the earth, supplied
with every resource needed to sustain life. We
humans, created in God’s own image, were assigned
“dominion” over the other inhabitants of earth with
instructions to “subdue” it. All living beings were
instructed to be fruitful and multiply, filling the earth
with life. Clearly God’s intention was that the good
order was to be maintained.
The origin of “dominion” is home, as in “domicile”
and “domestic.” “Subdue” relates to an “under”
position (literally, elsewhere in scripture referring to
God’s footstool!) So the home for all God’s creatures
was put under the care and authority of humans.
How we God-imaging humans care for our home and

use our authority over all who live here, reflects our
interpretation of God’s intention for us as created
beings.

choose to be agents of healing and hope. Creation
is groaning in the throes of environmental injustice,
racial injustice, and economic injustice. The
differential impact of COVID-19 on people of color
As humans, we alone of all creatures seem to have the
and people with poor healthcare coverage; the impact
power of self-restraint. Animals and plants do what
of corporate policies which pollute the environment
animals and plants are genetically programmed to
and endanger disempowered communities (many
do to ensure survival, “multiplication,” of their own
of color) far away; and race-biased abuses of power
species. We humans have a broader range of options:
in the criminal justice system – all of these attest to
we can restrain our survival instincts and make choices
human dominion gone deeply awry.
that benefit others beyond “our own;” we can even
choose to be agents of healing and hope in the midst Luke 4:5-7 depicts the devil offering Jesus all authority
of life-threatening circumstances.
[dominion] over all the kingdoms of the world,
claiming that it is his to give. (False!) In Matthew
Right now, we are making choices about how we
28:18 we find Jesus making this counter-claim to his
subdue and do dominion. How do we care for our
disciples: “All authority [dominion] in heaven and on
home, our earth, our fellow creatures? Romans 8:19
earth has been given to me.” (True!)
portrays creation as longing from the beginning for
the redemption of the children of God, which would Like Jesus’ disciples, whom he commissioned as
reveal them as the children of God! Apparently,
agents of healing and hope in the face of demons,
“dominion” and “subduing” had not been working
sickness and death, we can choose to care creatively
out well for a very long time. How are they working for our earth-home and all who inhabit it. Made in
for us today?
God’s image, we can use our assigned dominion to
subdue the evils that destroy abundant life for all
Today we face multiple crises in which we can
God’s creatures.

By MC USA Staff

racism and to build peace. Congregations also
may use these funds for seed money to begin
working in these areas.

In the midst of significant social unrest in the
United States, Mennonite Church USA has
launched the Justice Fund to support MC USA
congregations that are actively involved in
dismantling racism, addressing police brutality,
reimagining policing or combating poverty.

“Systemic racism, government-endorsed
violence and poverty are diseases which, when
left unchecked, threaten us all,” Guyton says.
“Our churches are obligated to proclaim Jesus’
way of peace. We can no longer be silent, and
we must work together.”

“Many congregations are already working in
these areas but have limited budgets,” says Glen
Guyton, executive director of MC USA. “The
Justice Fund allows us to come together and
support this important ongoing work through
the practice of mutual aid.”

The Justice Fund provides a way for those who
are not able to protest or may not live in racially from sin and offers reconciliation. We bear
diverse areas to make a difference, Guyton says. witness to this gift of peace by rejecting
violence and resisting injustice in all forms, and
Guyton emphasizes that the new Justice
in all places.”
Fund is consistent with MC USA’s Renewed

MC USA launches Justice Fund

The Justice Fund will use donations to provide
grants for MC USA congregations that are
engaging in their communities to dismantle

Commitments, which state: “We are called
to extend God’s holistic peace, proclaiming
Christ’s redemption for the world with our
lives. Through Christ, God frees the world
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I find myself troubled
By Jon Heinley
I find myself troubled.
I face myself. I act
selfishly. In any given
moment of any given
day, you could catch me
thinking more about myself
than those around me. My
choices regularly hurt the
people closest to me, even in simple ways like
my choice to respond with biting words in my
impatience rather than stopping, breathing, and
becoming present to my own feelings. But in the
bigger picture, I also benefit from a very long
history that has been tailored to me—an educated
white North American male—providing me with
the best opportunities that the world has to offer.
As I face myself, I recognize that daily I fail to
act in ways that could help dismantle and destroy
the unjust structures that I benefit from. I could
choose to risk my status by speaking out; I could
give of my resources to support real equity; I
could offer my time to movements, causes, and
relationships that dismantle inequality and act for
justice. But so often I fail to take action in these
ways.

foremost, part of the family of God. We are
sisters and brothers, children of our mothering
and fathering God. Getting at the core of what
this means, Isasi-Díaz writes, “What motivates
those who are God’s kin is inclusion, not
exclusion.”
I remember. Anabaptism was born in the
context of literal kingdoms, where it rejected
the power that came from linking the church to
the state and to the sword. Instead, these early
Anabaptists embodied the Kin-dom of God
on earth, radically following Jesus by loving
their sisters, brothers, neighbors, and enemies.
Following the tradition of the early Anabaptists,
Donald Kraybill is one contemporary voice who
reminds me of the risks of my complacency
in the face of a status quo that favors the
perpetuation of power and privilege. He writes,
“In subtle and unconscious ways our economic
systems may distort our faith. We dare not assume
that just because ‘that’s the way things are,’ that
they’re ethical, moral, or Christian.”

I follow. So many wonderful examples, such
as the early Anabaptists, Ada Maria Isasi-Díaz,
Desmond Tutu, and Donald Kraybill, remind me
that God’s family gives priority to the powerless
and marginalized. For Jesus, the Kingdom of
God, far from being an image of domination, is
encountered by, and most easily given to, children
I confess. When faced with the weight of
(Matt. 18:3, Mark 10:14) and the poor (Matt.
systemic injustice, I often think of a prayer
19:23-24, Mark 10:23), along with the poor in
from the Episcopal Book of Common Prayer,
spirit, meek, and persecuted (Matt. 5). Jesus tells
which reminds me to seek forgiveness and
me that the Kingdom of God grows among the
transformation from my sins that include my
small and unassuming, as if emerging from a
thoughts, words and deeds, both in “what I
mustard seed (Matt. 13:31). Indeed, the Kingdom
have done and by what I have left undone.” In
described by Jesus looks remarkably like the Kinthe face of injustice, my inaction is insufficient.
dom of God proposed by Isasi-Díaz, a family of
Archbishop Desmond Tutu says it powerfully: “If
faith that tears down oppressive structures and
you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have
gives priority to those who are dispossessed and
chosen the side of the oppressor. If an elephant
listens carefully to their voices.
has its foot on the tail of a mouse and you say
that you are neutral, the mouse will not appreciate I ask. Who are my sisters and brothers? Who
your neutrality.”
are my kin? Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, and
Ahmaud Arbery are my sister and my brothers.
I listen. For several years, I have been inspired
Those who have died from COVID-19 are
by a concept introduced by Ada María Isasi-Díaz:
my sisters and my brothers as well. Who are
The Kin-dom of God. She argues that the image
the greatest in the Kin-dom of God? The
of the Kingdom of God, although biblical and
children, the poor, the elderly, and those from
taught by Jesus, is antiquated to our modern
systematically marginalized communities
ears. And, more importantly, it is an image that
who are most affected by this pandemic, who
carries within it relationships of abuse of power,
are devastated physically, emotionally, and
hierarchy, and domination. By reframing this
economically. They are my sisters and my
as the Kin-dom of God, she raises up another
brothers. The 79.5 million people who have been
common image through scripture and the
forcibly displaced throughout the world are my
teaching of Jesus. Isasi-Díaz reminds us
kin. They inherit the Kin-dom. Every person
that we are, first and
who faces great risk to their safety because of
some aspect of who they are is part of my
family.

COVER: Missi Mortimer, LNP

I pause and reflect. The crises of our global
community that have captured our attention
over the past months are not new. They have
merely brought to light the chronic crises that
have existed all along. It just so happens that,
in my privilege, I can go through most of life
forgetting that the vast majority of my sisters
and brothers live in perpetual “uncertain times.”
But this moment of crisis and the image of the
Kin-dom of God remind me that my choices
impact you. My choices impact each of my sisters
and brothers. My actions impact those who live
downstream…

literally—often the poorest communities

who experience the economic impact of my
carelessness and consumption,

figuratively—those impacted by my privilege,
and historically—the future generations that
will reap the consequences of the decisions
that I sow.
I find myself troubled.
Will you allow yourself to be troubled too?
I invite you to join me in speaking and living into
this simple prayer, “Thy Kin-dom come, thy will
be done, on earth as it is in heaven.”
The Episcopal Church, The Book of Common
Prayer, “The Penitential Order: Rite One.”
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Robert McAfee Brown, Unexpected News: Reading
the Bible with Third World Eyes (Philadelphia, PA:
The Westminster Press, 1984), forward 19.
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Ada María Isasi-Díaz, “Kin-Dom of God,” in In
Our Own Voices: Latino/a Renditions of Theology,
ed. Benjamín Valentín (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books,
2010), 184.
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Donald B. Kraybill, The Upside-Down Kingdom, rev.
ed. (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1990), 142.
4

Along with the books and authors referenced in this
article, I would like to highlight a few more, although
this is not an exhaustive list of resources for this
moment in time: Jesus and the Disinherited by Howard
Thurman, The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander,
The Cross and the Lynching Tree by James Cone, and
Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson.
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The UN Refugee Agency, “Figures at a Glance,”
https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/figures-at-a-glance.
html.
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Mennonite Church USA statement
on racial justice

By Mennonite Church Executive Board Staff,
posted to mennoniteusa.org on June 1, 2020
Amid the recent events surrounding the killing
of George Floyd by Minneapolis police, the
latest fatal violence against African Americans,
Mennonite Church USA (MC USA) joins in
mourning and lament. We lament that this is yet
another example of the simmering racial injustice
that pervades America, and we pray for God’s
justice to roll down like a mighty river within our
communities.
This is not a time for Mennonites to be the
quiet in the land. We call on our congregations
to lament and pray together. More than that,
we encourage you to stand in solidarity with
communities of color, walk alongside them and,
indeed, be led by them. This is especially needed
as COVID-19 is unveiling the racial disparities in
our systems.
Apostle Paul said that our struggle is with
powers and principalities. Those powers and
principalities are embodied in systems such as
white supremacy*, institutionalized violence and
police brutality that hang over our heads and
attack the humanity of black sisters and brothers,
as they have for generations.

Why do protests often turn violent?

out the pain and suffering of that specific
group of marginalized people. To respond by
Many of the local activists in Minneapolis and
saying, “all lives matter” in this context is to be
other cities have continued peaceful protests.
dismissive of that pain and suffering. Certainly,
They have taken to the streets out of grave
all lives matter. All lives matter to us, and all
frustration and grief. Some of the looting and
lives matter to God; but do we live as if all lives
lawlessness has been done by white supremacy
matter? Institutionalized inequality means that
groups and opportunists who are not listening to all lives are not of equal value. It is important
the strategic tactics of local black and people of to center those who are counted as less (1
color grassroots organizers.
Corinthians 1:26-29).
We also should ask ourselves, what violence are We are called to love our enemies, but that love
we willing to critique and how are we defining
does not cancel out anger against injustice and
the narrative? Are we willing to
critique the white supremacy
that goes unseen by those who
benefit most from it and state
violence, which threatens the
lives of our sisters and brothers?
Or, are we primarily concerned
with property damage? Do we
first want to reestablish law and
order? Are we mindful that the
status quo of law and order is
the foundational violence that
oppressed communities have
sought to change for years?

When Jesus approached Jerusalem,
he wept because the people did
not recognize the things of peace,
real embodied peace, and so their
Jesus confronted this violence on the cross, as he violence would destroy them
was unjustly executed by state power. As people (Luke 19:41-44). Violence was
part of the order. Yet, at the same
of the cross, we stand with the crucified. We
PHOTO: Missi Mortimer, LNP. A peaceful vigil was
time, Jesus immediately went into
stand seeking Christ’s costly peace.
organization for Saturday, June 6, 202 in Ephrata. Prothe temple and forcefully drove
testers held signs and invited the passer-bys to Honk for
We, as Mennonites, seek to be a people who
out those who made this social,
Black Lives Matter. Pictured: John Williamson of Pilgrims
follow the Prince of Peace and his ways. We
political and religious institution a
understand that many in our congregations and den of robbers (19:45-46).
Mennonite Church.
constituent groups likely have questions as we
Violence is complex, and Jesus’ response was those perpetrating it. The anger is real, and its
process recent events. These may include:
complex. We should not simply side with
expression is necessary. Scripture shows us over
institutional violence because order feels
and again God’s anger at injustice. More than
like peace. Indeed, Jesus tells us to stand
that, Scripture shows us that God is at work,
with the oppressed over the powerful. We bringing peace with justice for all people. Shalom
must be careful not to normalize this order is not an abstract concept, it is a social reality
as peace. Jesus did not.
whereby all people have all they need to flourish
as image bearers of God.
Why is it inappropriate and tone deaf to
say, “All lives matter”?

People of color in the Americas, starting
with the indigenous brothers and sisters, have
been marginalized since the first European
colonists arrived up until the present day. Black
people have experienced the consequences
of a country built on chattel slavery, white
supremacy, Jim Crow laws and mass
incarceration. The statement “Black Lives
Matter” was an outcry after yet another violent
racial killing of an African American, pointing
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May we continue to pray for, seek out and
lend our voices and bodies to God’s healing,
justice and peace.
*White supremacy refers to “a political or
socioeconomic system where white people enjoy
structural advantage and rights that other racial
and ethnic groups do not, both at a collective
and an individual level.” Read more about white
supremacy and racism from
dismantlingracism.org.

African American Mennonite Association
urges MC USA to address racial injustice

By MC USA staff
Posted to mennoniteusa.org on June 12, 2020.
African American Mennonite Association (AAMA)
called upon fellow Mennonite Church USA (MC USA)
congregations, which are predominately white, to be actively
involved in promoting healing and reconciliation amid the
protests that have erupted since the violent racial killing of
George Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis police.
AAMA is an organization of MC USA that advocates and
works to equip African-Americans and African-American
integrated congregations within the denomination. In a
statement released June 3, AAMA identified other recent
racial confrontations that have caused great pain or ended
in death, including the COVID-19 pandemic that has
disproportionately killed black, brown and indigenous
people. AAMA urged MC USA “to mourn and lament the
senseless acts of violence, to walk alongside the suffering
and oppressed, enter into their stories, and let compassion
become action that calls for just and prudent steps toward
healing, hope and reconciliation in our communities in
crisis.”
AAMA reaffirmed the denomination’s commitment to
peace. However, they stressed that emphasizing peace should
not mean desiring a return to how things were. Racism has
long been America’s original sin, since the Colonial period
when Europeans encountered and displaced through war
and disease the indigenous people who had settled the land
thousands of years prior. America’s early economy was
built upon the free labor of enslaved Africans, followed by
legal segregation that prevented African Americans from
equal opportunities to acquire wealth. Immigrants have
also experienced harsh racial discrimination. Rather than
repentance and correction, the nation has failed to fully
address racism, allowing it to foment for generations.
“To desire a return to ‘normal’ when social justice
requires confronting those issues that fuel and fan the
flames of injustice, prejudice, hatred, fear and violence
ignited by racism disappoints the prophetic call to ‘Do
justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with God,’” AAMA
wrote.
AAMA concluded by urging MC USA “to speak to the
dominant culture in this society that all may see ‘swords
transformed into plowshares and spears into tools for
pruning.’”
Visit mennoniteusa.org/official-aama-statement/ to read the
full statement.
Mennonite Church USA is the largest Mennonite
denomination in the United States with 16 conferences,
approximately 530 congregations and 62,000 members.
An Anabaptist Christian denomination, MC USA is part
of Mennonite World Conference, a global faith family that
includes churches in 86 countries. It has offices in Elkhart,
Indiana and Newton, Kansas.

ACC Develops Task Group to Address, Educate on Racism

By Ron Adams and Brook Musselman
Following conversation by ACC’s Peace & Justice Committee in early 2020, the
Executive Committee has appointed an Anti-racism task group to develop and
promote a variety of resources and learning opportunities for the congregations of
ACC. The primary intent is to assist local groups in addressing the reality of systemic
racism and the harm it continues to cause in our church and world.
Ron Adams, lead pastor at Landisville Mennonite Church and chair of the Peace
& Justice Committee, has agreed to lead the task group. We are aware that this may
seem too little and too late to our sisters and brothers of color. This work is long
overdue. Our hope is that our conference can enter more deeply into the work of
dismantling racism, and that the work of the task group will help facilitate that entry.
As a task group, we believe that it is the responsibility of us white folks to do our
own work. Too often we turn to our sisters and brothers of color to tell us what to
do to fix what we’ve broken. We intend to resist that impulse. To that end, our group
is composed of people who identify as white. For purposes of accountability we
intend to call on a group of persons of color to check our work and offer guidance
and correction as we go along. This is daunting and necessary work that we believe is
integral to our discipleship. We welcome and rely on the prayers of our ACC kinfolk.
An initial recommendation we have for all members of ACC congregations is to
view the MC USA webinars on racism highlighted on page 12. Part 1 is available as a
recording and part 2 will be held live on July 23.
Civil Rights Service and Learning Tour

By Barry Kreider
Erika and I were planning on doing a self-led civil rights tour when we heard
about Mennonite Mission Network’s Civil Rights Service - Learning Tour to
Mississippi. A gift at my departure from Pilgrims Mennonite Church was the
final nudge we needed to sign up for this one week tour in early March and we
are glad we did. We joined seven other participants and three MMN staff in
Jackson and then continued together to Meridian and Mashulaville to visit civil
rights and MMN service locations.
We valued interactions with persons active in civil rights in the past and present,
such as Dr. Charles Johnson, witness in the trial of the murder of the three
peace activists in 1964— Chaney, Goodman and Schwerner (aka “Mississippi
Burning”). We would have experienced neither this, nor our group processing,
had we simply gone on our own.
Other highlights were visiting
the Service Adventure unit
and Open Door Mennonite
Church (check out their
welcoming statement at
www.opendoor.us) in
Jackson, Jubilee Mennonite
Church in Meridian, as well
as our service projects at
Jackson City Farm, Pine Lake
Fellowship Camp and the
Mennonite Service Center in
Mashulaville. The blend of
info and service was helpful in not becoming overwhelmed by the horrific stories
we were hearing of our history.
As we know, these horrors continue into the present, including the recent murder
of George Floyd in Minneapolis through excessive police force. I urge us all to
educate ourselves and step out of our comfort zone. As followers of Jesus we
cannot remain quiet.
Currents Summer 2020 |
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New York Mennonites share God’s Shalom through
health crisis

Mennonite community at centre of COVID-19
response in Kudus

By Pastor Kenn Thompson

By Mennonite World Conference Staff

This whole NYC community, suffering under crisis
and conflict, has been a hot spot for the terror of
COVID-19. A city famous for being emotionally
distant now has people masked and socially distant.
COVID-19 worsened pre-existing medical, societal and
economic disparities. Last Friday a mother took her
daughter to an area hospital to treat a broken arm. They
put a splint on little 4 year old Adrianna’s arm with an apology, saying sadly
no one was present to apply a cast. Children are shut in with no place to play;
seniors are at dangerously high risk of infection; many people suffer loss of
income and livelihood as domestic tension rises; people shelter in place and
the homeless have no place as essential workers daily risk their lives.
Our church building is closed so we meet by phone. We lost a member to
the virus; our mail carrier also died from it. A sister with 2 brothers were
stricken; she survived but her 2 brothers died the same day. A fellow pastor
conducting a funeral home service fell sick and died 10 days later as 5 other
area pastors now suffer with COVID-19.
One bright light in the darkness are members Michael and his wife Rennetta,
hospital workers doing what they call ‘Soul Patrol’. They work among the sick
and afflicted, ministering the Grace and Peace of Christ. Michael contracted
the virus and for 3 weeks fought to live. God’s mercy raised him up and he
returned to work. Others worry what would happen to him if he went back
but he is more concerned about what happens to the morale of the people if
he didn’t go back. God turned that sickness around and deepened Michael’s
empathy to walk with the suffering and hear their stories.
Please pray with us as we seek new ways to share God’s Shalom and Sabbath
rest here in Jesus Christ.

Kenn Thompson serves as pastor of Friendship Community Church
in the Bronx.
An object lesson for our sequestered times

By Edgar Stoesz
It was a beautiful Sunday afternoon when I went to visit my recently
widowed sister. We were visiting at a distance as prescribed when I
noticed a unique lawn ornament over her shoulder. It was so designed
that the same wind
that blew through
two fans, spinning on
the same axle, one
spinning clockwise
and the other spinning
counterclockwise.
I said to myself,
“Is that not a good
object lesson for
our times? We are
all faced with similar realities, but some set their sails to catch contra
winds while others use the same breeze to spread joy and hope in their
surroundings - and in turn find themselves buoyed by joy and hope.
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Hotel staff wear protective equipment to distribute lunches to hospital
workers in quarantine. PHOTO: Tris Suyitno
As the world deals with the COVID-19 pandemic, the Mennonite
community in Kudus, Central Java, Indonesia, joins hands and works
with the local government to mitigate the risk and manage the spread of
COVID-19 cases in Kudus, a city of more than 800,000 residents.
Mardi Rahayu Hospital was built in 1969 by members of Gereja
Kristen Muria Indonesia (GKMI) Kudus congregation after five years
of running a clinic beside the church building. The hospital has been
treating COVID-19 cases since 20 March 2020.
“The hospital has made some upgrades by adding isolation beds, four
with ventilators,” says managing director Dr. Pujianto. “We have stepped
up handwashing and hygiene procedures, applied a no-visitation policy,
trained staff on how to pre-screen every person prior to entering the
building and handled suspected and confirmed COVID-19 cases, as well
as applied a ‘one patient per room’ policy at no extra cost to prevent
contagion.”
The fact that patients come to the hospital unaware they have
COVID-19, or even lying about symptoms and contact history, is
taking a toll on its staff. All hospital staff (1,400) are currently taking
rapid tests for SARS CoV2 antibodies. As of 3 May 2020, 13 Mardi
Rahayu Hospital staff have been confirmed to have COVID-19. Those
who return reactive results are quarantined at two local hotels until
they receive their swab test results. One of the hotels is managed by a
Mennonite, Tris Suyitno from GKMI Kudus.
“The hotel is empty and home-based quarantine is not practical for
many people. By serving quarantine at our hotel, each person has a
dedicated living space, and does not have to worry about food, internet
connection or passing on virus to their household members,” he says.
Initially, Tris Suyitno was concerned about exposing his staff and family
to the virus. “But it’s not right to just stay behind and not offer our place
when staff members need work and the government is in dire need for
quarantine facilities other than hospitals,” Tris Suyitno says.
“The city-level government, provincial government, non-profits,
businesses and community of faith are working together to manage
this,” Pujianto says, “Please support us by praying for the health
of medical and essential workers, and that people will adhere to
government instructions to minimize the spread of the virus.”

Caring for each other, caring for
the Earth

By Frances Brubaker
There was no one time that
I realized that the natural
world was something that
needed to be cared for and
protected. As long as I can
remember, I have seen the
outdoors as a playground, a home, and as a sacred
place, a church. I grew up on a farm, surrounded
by pastures that fed our sheep and cattle, and
woodlands that sheltered song birds and wood
turtles, white tailed deer and bobcat.

prayers and our meditations. With those spiritual
roots to creation care I am able to balance the fear
I feel for the future with the gratitude to God that
in the present I am able to live in such a beautiful
creation, regardless of what happens in the future.
Despite my gratitude for the present, I am very
concerned for the future of the planet we live on.
I am saddened by the growing fragility of some of
the rarest and most biodiverse ecosystems on our
planet. I pray for the future of Earth’s coral reefs

Though I know the world is far broader and more
mysterious than my home farm, the valley and
mountains that surround my home have always
felt as though they contained the world. The
time spent outdoors in my childhood was the
foundation of my interest in environmental science
and sustainability. I believe most people remember
with love the time they spent outdoors as children, PHOTO: Frances Brubaker
whether in their yard, a local park, or in the woods.
My time at home as a kid wasn’t the only education and oceans, for the arctic tundras, and for all of the
biomes of our ecosphere. I hope that we may act
I had about woodlands and wildlife.
in urgency so that the predicted trends of depletion
Having so many people around me from a
do not follow through. The anxiety about our
very young age who were passionate about the
societies’ ecological footprint and its consequences
protection and admiration of wild things was really is an ever present burden in the back of so many
what made it valuable to me. Essentially, I learned young peoples’ minds, including mine.
creation care the same way I learned how to read
However, I find hope and pragmatism are far
and write, but I also learned it in the perspective
better at creating solutions than anger and despair.
of it being a spiritual discipline. For my family,
making it to church each Sunday could be difficult I think if we didn’t have a looming threat of
because the church we would have attended was
climate change we may have never recognized,
over an hour away. Instead the outdoors became
as a society, how much we take our planet for
our church, our family hikes or bike rides were our granted. We recognize the beauty of parks and
The Sprouts for Peace
Garden of New Holland
Mennonite Church has become
“church” for many of its
members while services were
held electronically. Members
continued to work (masked and
safely apart, yet together) from
6-8 pm on Tuesday evenings
before gathering for a bonfire,
s’mores, and conversation.

conservatories, but do we really think about the
history of the soil beneath concrete and asphalt
that covers our towns and cities, highways and
parking lots? What trees once stood here? What
animals once lived in the dirt beneath the concrete?
We need an update of awareness just as much as
we need an updated power grid.
With the rise of the Fridays for Future movement
led by teenagers like Greta Thunberg and Vanessa
Nakate and so many others, young people have
started building international bridges to connect
to other people who want to see a change in our
world. Though I myself have not participated in as
many strikes or marches as I want to, I find hope
in the globally unified action of young people
standing up for our common home.
I hope that people of all ages can be
environmental advocates. We need to advocate for
each other and for our common home. Advocacy
shouldn’t just be on the shoulders of the energized
young activists because eventually activism can
burn out. I hope that we will work harder to
listen to one another across political, cultural, and
religious divides in order to stand for the core
values we live for.
Can’t we agree that we all want peace and mutual
love and understanding and security? Let’s work
together and listen carefully to one another because
working for environmental sustainability and justice
requires the sharing of ideas, a lot of effort, some
optimism, and a touch of faith.’

Frances Brubaker graduated from Lancaster
Mennonite School in 2020. She lives in central
Pennsylvania on her family’s grass-fed beef and
lamb farm.

“For me, this IS church! Not a building, not just a bunch of
people meeting together on a Sunday morning. The word “church
“ can be used as a verb and that’s what we do when we meet up
in the garden and when we share what is produced. It’s not a
coincidence that the decision was made to expand the garden this
year, the very year when the need is so great. -- Sue Martin
“With families being isolated and stuck at home because of
COVID, we’ve had more family units come out and volunteer a
few times. They say it is so good to be able to get out, and having
the Early Learning Center as a connection to the garden has
provided this opportunity. It’s been very
dry, so each plant needs to be watered
every Tuesday and Friday with watering
cans. Ray’s rain barrels have provided the
much needed water for the lower garden.
We are so thankful we don’t have to walk
up to the church or extend hoses from
the church to reach the garden!”
-- Dawn Kaczor
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Learn Pray Join:
Why Jesus would care about
climate change
By Christy Miller Hesed
I have been an
environmentalist for as long
as I remember, but concern
for the environment is
not my only motivation
for working on climate
change. Climate change is
fundamentally a justice issue.
I have often been asked to explain to others what it
means to be Mennonite, and my standard answer is:
“We are Christians who focus on following Jesus’s
teachings on peace and social justice.” Mennonites
have long worked to serve the poor and to promote
justice. As part of that work, we need to be doing
more to address climate change, which will have a
disproportionate impact on our most vulnerable
brothers and sisters around the world.
“Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when
did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and
give you something to drink? When did we see you
a stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and
clothe you? When did we see you sick or in prison
and go to visit you?’

Since 2012, I have been working with rural
communities on Maryland’s Eastern Shore of the
Chesapeake Bay, an area with long-held traditions
tied to farming, “working the water” for blue crab
and oyster, and Methodism. These communities are
already experiencing impacts from climate change
as tidal flooding and storm events become more
frequent and severe. Many are quite vulnerable
to these impacts as a result of their proximity
to low-lying and exposed coastal areas. These
vulnerabilities have been further exacerbated by
declines in natural resource industries that have long
been the backbone of their economy and culture.
As a result, these communities have dwindling
financial resources to draw upon in responding
to climate change impacts. In addition, they also
struggle to access the necessary government
assistance to address these increasingly problematic
environmental changes as rural, unincorporated
communities.

“The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you Some of the most vulnerable in this area include
did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters rural African American communities that are
of mine, you did for me.’” (Matthew 25:37 – 40).
located among low-lying wetlands. Many of these
communities were settled around 1864 by newly
Climate change is a justice issue for three reasons:
freed slaves who had little choice but to build on
• First, not everyone is equally responsible for
less-desirable lands, which are now particularly
causing climate change. In general, wealthier
prone to flooding and erosion from sea-level rise.
individuals contribute more to greenhouse gas
The Congressional Black Caucus Foundation
emissions than poorer individuals. A 2015 paper by reported in 2004 that the greenhouse gas emissions
Oxfam – Extreme Carbon Inequality – reported
of rural African Americans were 23% below the
that the high-consumption lifestyle of the richest
national average. Yet many of these communities
10% of people in the world accounts for about 50% are facing some of the most severe and immediate
of global emissions.
impacts from climate change. Racial disparities in
• Second, not everyone is equally vulnerable to the income and career opportunities make it especially
impacts of climate change. Vulnerability to climate hard for them to prepare for, cope with, and
respond to these changes.
change has to do with risk of exposure to a given
impact, as well as the ability to respond to that
impact. Climate Change and Social Inequality – a
paper published by the United Nations in 2017 –
describes how those people who are less responsible
for causing climate change also tend to live in
places with greater risk and have fewer means for
responding to impacts when they occur.

Most of my work on climate justice has focused
on giving voice to those who are experiencing
climate impacts on the Eastern Shore. The
State of Maryland has been proactively working
to address climate change since at least 2007.
Environmental organizations have also been
promoting ecosystem resilience to climate change
in the region. Unfortunately, rural Eastern Shore
• Finally, climate change is a justice issue because
communities had largely been excluded from
those who are socially and politically marginalized
are often excluded from decision-making about how engaging in and contributing to this regional
adaptation planning, which meant that their needs
resources should be distributed to address climate
were being overlooked.
change.
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We have a responsibility as Christians to work to
address climate change, which unfairly harms our
brothers and sisters around the world.
We all can work on changing our lifestyle to reduce
our emissions by driving less, planting trees, or
avoiding single-use plastics, but we must also work
at walking with and advocating for those who are
already experiencing harm from climate change
to ensure that responses to climate change do not
unfairly add to their burden.

Christy Miller Hesed attends Shalom Mennonite
Church in Newton, Kansas. She earned an M.S. in
Sustainable Development and Conservation Biology
and a Ph.D. in Anthropology at the University of
Maryland. She most recently directed a research
project that engaged rural churches and government
agencies to promote coastal resilience to climate
change on the Chesapeake Bay.
This piece first ran on Mennonite Church USA’s
Menno Snapshots blog on February 17, 2020 as part
of the denomination’s Climate Justice: Learn, Pray
Join initiative.
Find worship resources, a webinar, and ways to
get involved in advocating for climate justice at
mennoniteusa.org/climatejustice

Art by Mary Lou Weaver Houser
a lament for the world
2018
iron, grapevine, wire, barbed wire, fiber, beads, acrylic on
canvas
As we spoil this sustaining earth-nest with disregard for
the well-being of all, tears abound for everything that has
been lost and is endangered.

animal species that are changing physiologically. With effects such as a
decreased crop yield, climate change will cause higher rates of poverty.
While scientific evidence presents many negatives, the church can highlight
positives. As a Christian, currently studying environmental science, I believe
we can look to science for solutions and still exalt God for his greatness
because he created the world and bestowed us with the desire to understand
it.
The engagement of the church is vital. Here, I offer action points using the
acronym CHANGE.
Change | Many of us need to change our mindset, perspective and
attitude about climate change. This is not a problem solely for politicians,
scientists and experts. It is everyone’s problem, including the global church.
Although we hope for eternal life through Jesus Christ, while we walk on
the earth we are its custodians. Genesis 2:15 says, “The Lord God took
the man and put him in the garden of Eden to till it and keep it.” God
instructed people to look after his creation.
How to... | The issue is not whether climate change is a true
phenomenon or not, but how we as members of the global church are
involved in adapting our communities to the changes. It is a global issue,
one that should be tackled by joint effort rather than individually. The global
church, fostering a spirit of togetherness and community engagement can
help bring people closer to Christ, and steer their communities in a positive
direction.

On climate: the global church needs to
CHANGE
By: Makadunyiswe Ngulube, posted to mwccmm.org/stories on February 1, 2019
“The earth is the LORD’s and all that is in it,
the world, and those who live in it; for he has
founded it on the seas, and established it on the
rivers” (Psalm 24:1–2).
“Climate change”: these two words often
generate anxiety concerning the future of not
only humanity, but the entire planet.
The effects of climate change have undoubtedly become more evident.
Scientific studies in the last 100 years show that if global temperatures
increased beyond 1.5° Celsius, there will be negative impacts on ecosystems all
over the world.
This small change causes rainfall patterns to shift, temperatures to change, and
a higher risk of heatwaves, flooding, melting ice sheets and glaciers resulting
in sea level rise.
Climate change poses a risk to human societies and natural ecosystems. A
disruption in the ecosystem equilibrium is already measured in plant and

Action and Awareness | As the church, we can be a place where
people look for accurate information on what climate change is, who it
impacts, and how to adapt and mitigate its effects. The global church could
help not only financially but also spiritually to understand the dynamic
between developed and developing countries. Inhabitants of developing
countries will suffer the impacts of climate change more than those of
developed nations. As a global body, we could be a conduit for regionspecific information. Local congregations could promote conservation
strategies that start at community level. The church could offer resources
on improving efficiency in both energy and food systems, building green
infrastructure and nurturing green spaces in urban and rural areas.
Nature | Take time to appreciate nature and see God’s greatness in it.
Remember that as the climate changes, so will certain aspects of it.
God | We must keep God as the centre. Where scientific evidence
disappoints us, God’s Word remains a true guide. Prayer is a powerful tool
that connects us to God and each other.
Expect anything | We are living in a world full of turmoil. Scientists rely
on evidence and projections to predict future scenarios, but it can never
be 100 percent accurate. However, as believers, our consolation resides in
God as our peace in a time of chaos and uncertainty. Our lives are rooted
in Christ. Whatever happens, God is always with us. This is not an excuse
to sit back and watch the chaos unfold, rather, it is a time to CHANGE. As
the global church, we can embrace this opportunity to reach out to those
who are lost.

Makadunyiswe Ngulube is the Mennonite World Conference Y oung
Anabaptists (YABs) Representative for Africa. She is a member of Mount
Pleasant BIC Church Zimbabwe. She is studying environmental science at
Saint Mary’s University, Nova Scotia, Canada.
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News from around ACC

ACC Leadership Transitions
BEGINNINGS:
Ulli Klemm (Theta) had his ordination
recognized by ACC in April. Ulli (Ulrich)
serves as the lead chaplain for the Pennsylvania
Department of Corrections. He and his wife
attend Landisville Mennonite Church.
Eric Henderson (Marilyn) began a term as
interim pastor at Bethel Mennonite Church on
June 1. Eric is a member of Hebron Mennonite
Church.

African Community Church of Lancaster finds a home
By ACC Staff
After nearly 20 years of praying, hoping, fundraising, and faithfulness, the members of
African Community Church of Lancaster have finally purchased their own building.
On July 2, 2020, the congregation closed on the church building in Manheim, PA.
After years of sharing space and often being made to feel unwelcome in the building of
other congregations and organizations, ACCL pastor Sam Wanjau is excited and relieved
that the group finally has a place of their own. “You know, it’s like having your first car,”
said Wanjau of ownership. “You feel unique and independent. Its the most exciting thing in
life.”
Though Wanjau and the congregation faced significant struggles during the pursuit of their
own space since they began in 2001, they expressed their gratitude to ACC leaders and
the congregations that have supported them through encouragement and finances over
the years. They also thank God for his faithfulness and answered prayer in the form of a
church building of their own.

ACC Peace & Justice Committee to Provide Audio Drama on
Conscientious Objection
As an alternative to last year’s cancelled performance of Yellow Bellies, the Peace and
Justice Committee, along with several partners, is offering licenses of Yellow Bellies, the
audio drama, to congregations free of charge.
This historical drama highlights the experiences and public response to Mennonite
conscientious objectors during World War II. This episodic tale takes audiences across
Canada, featuring verbatim interviews, fictionalized scenes, and songs that would have been
sung by conscientious objectors, from an often overlooked chapter of Canadian history.
The audio adaptation of the play can be enjoyed while physcially distancing. Small groups,
youth groups, or Sunday School classes can engage the study guides and react to the
material in an in-person or virtual group context. Each license includes three 30-minutelong programs, each with a study guide. Listen to the trailer at
theatreofthebeat.ca/yellow-bellies.
Contact Brook Musselman in the conference office to request your congregation’s license:
brookm@atlanticcoastconference.net. Other partners collaborating to provide this resource
to ACC congregations include Mennonite Central Committee, Eastern Mennonite Missions,
and the S. Dale and Sadie High Peace Dove Grant.
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Verle Brubaker (Marilee) transferred his
ordination to ACC from Ohio Conference
in April. Verle is a member of James Street
Mennonite Church and recently ended his term
as as interim pastor at Zion Mennonite Church
(Birdsboro).
Don Sensenig received a retired credential
with ACC in April. Don is a member at East
Chestnut Street Mennonite Church. Don most
recently served at Stumptown Mennonite
Church and with Eastern Mennonite Missions.
ENDINGS:
Samantha Lioi transferred her ordination to
Allegheney Mennonite Conference in April. She
most recently served as associate pastor at East
Chestnut Street Mennonite Church.
Nelson Yoder (Pat) completed his term as
interim pastor at Bethel Mennonite Church
on May 17. Nelson is a member of Ridgeview
Mennonite Church.

55 and Counting - How to Survive the Coming
Changes
By Gerald and Marlene Kaufman
As Christians, we are called to be stewards of our life at every age, including
the time when we are moving toward retirement. This is a time of unfamiliar
transitions, and planning should not be pushed off for a later time.
Even though many of us plan for our finances, we don’t give much thought
to changes in identity, purpose, and to discovering new meaning that is not
related to our career. When we postpone preparing for the future, we may
face some regrettable consequences. The best time to get started is now!
In their book, 55 and Counting, a Guide for Pre-Retirement, family therapists
Gerald and Marlene Kaufman use stories and suggestions to guide the reader
in preparing for the changes that are coming. The Kaufmans are members of
Akron Mennonite Church.
The following questions are important to consider for both the present and
the future:

Brooklyn Peace Center renews peace
witness in New York City
By: Laurie Oswald Robinson, Mennonite Mission Network
and Mennonite Church USA
Photo: Brooklyn Peace Center occupies a former synagogue
on Marcus Garvey Boulevard in Brooklyn, New York.
When Mennonite Mission Network church-planting coach
Mauricio Chenlo attended the 60th anniversary of Primera
Iglesia Menonita de Brooklyn in New York City last August,
it did not take long for him and others to catch God’s vision
for planting a renewed peace witness there.
After the anniversary celebration, Chenlo and leaders from
Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) of Mennonite Church
USA and pastors from the New York City Council of
Mennonite Churches listened to the Spirit’s promptings.

• Are we discovering a deepening spiritual life?
• Are we increasing our involvement with our faith community?
• Do we use our free time creatively, including hobbies, travel, etc.?
• Can we find volunteer opportunities to use our gifts?
• Are we expanding and enriching our friendships?
• If married, are we learning to know each other in new and meaningful ways?
• How are we managing our health? Do we need to make adjustments?
• What housing changes may be needed, even in the time before retirement?
The book can be used individually, in small groups, and in Christian
Education.

55 and Counting: A Guide to Pre-Retirement (paperback, $12.99) is published
by Walnut Street Books, Lancaster. For more information, contact Phyllis
Pellman Good at phyllispellmangood@gmail.com.

The idea of a renewed peace witness within the Brooklyn community
quickly took hold, given a sense of high need and broad opportunity.

The planned May 31 launch of Brooklyn Peace Church was postponed
because of the pandemic. Yet, the slowdown has not shut down New
York City Council of Mennonite Churches leaders. In fact, Brooklyn
Peace Center developed online programming, such as a virtual
art gallery with Common Humanity and a weekly online webinar
series, “Teaching Peace,” which features interviews with prominent
peacemakers.

“The community provides many opportunities for a peace witness to
thrive, especially in light of this pandemic and the pain and injustice
surrounding it,” said Chenlo, who will serve as peace church coach for
three years.

“We’ve had more time to do fundraising, strategic planning and online
programming,” said Jason Storbakken, who is leading the Brooklyn
Peace Church launch team and is a member of the center’s transitional
board. He is also pastor of Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship.

Upon recommendation of ACC, the former congregation made the
difficult decision to retire its ministry. After Primera Iglesia Menonita
closed its doors last fall, the new peace witness began to emerge.
Brooklyn Peace Church/Brooklyn Peace Center began developing
ministries in the same space — a former synagogue on Marcus Garvey
Boulevard.

In a recent “Teaching Peace” program, Malinda Berry, a professor at
Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary in Elkhart, Indiana, “discussed
how our peace witness can be embodied in helping to dismantle
systems of injustice in the here and now,” Storbakken said. “We cannot
wait for the future, when the wholeness of eternity breaks into our
broken world.”

Then came a pandemic lockdown and protests denouncing violence
and discrimination against Black people.

To read the full article, ibit.ly/kBD4.

Their discernment led to the birth of Brooklyn Peace Church, a plant
of ACC and Brooklyn Peace Center. The two entities are partnering to
develop their ministries and vision together.
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Upcoming Events
Cancelled: Fall Youth Retreat

Because of uncertainty surrounding current health and safety issues,
the Youth Committee has decided to cancel this year’s Fall Youth
Retreat. The Committee will look into alternative ways to connect
youth groups in the coming months.

Race, Church, & Change, Webinar Part 2

July 23, 6:30 pm EDT
Part 2 of this discussion will again include Iris de León-Hartshorn,
Glen Guyton, Felipe Hinojosa, Sue Park-Hur, Erica Littlewolf and
Tobin Miller Shearer. This event will be broadcast on Zoom and
Facebook Live. Register at ibit.ly/By8z. There will have a short Q&A
with the panelists at the end of the event. To view part 1 of this
webinar series, visit mennoniteusa.org/leadership-development/
webinars.

MCC 100th Anniversary

Saturday, October 17, 2020
Come to Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, October 17 (postponed from
June 19-21 due to the COVID-19 pandemic), for Celebration 2020, the
U.S. national celebration of MCC’s history and ministry – and a time
of giving thanks for the MCC supporters, partners and workers who
have made this work possible. For details, visit
mcc.org/get-involved/events/celebration-2020-mcc-100

2020 Fall Assembly Celebration

Saturday, October 24, 2020
Blossom Hill Mennonite Church, Lancaster, PA
ACC’s Fall delegate gathering is scheduled to be held at Blossom Hill
Mennonite Church, Lancaster. Visit atlanticcoastconference.net/
assembly for up-to-date information and any potential changes.

Caring for God’s Earth

Saturday, May 8, 2021
Millport Conservancy, Lititz, PA
Save the rescheduled date! A one-day event to equip and give hope to
current and developing church leaders and others concerned about
climate change.The day includes morning seminars, afternoon field
trips to ongoing church climate projects, and fun and formative
programming for children. For more details visit
atlanticcoastconference.net/gods-earth.
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EMM is
searching for a

collaborative,
mission-hearted
change leader
to be its next
president.

LEARN MORE AND APPLY
EMM.ORG/PRESIDENTIALSEARCH

